for Law Enforcement
Increased emphasis is being placed on active shooter situations, mass-casualty incident responses, overdose
emergencies, and tourniquet application in today’s law enforcement environment…but what’s seemingly being
forgotten about is how to train your officers in each of these different disciplines. Should your FTO staff train its
officers on each of these topics? How about your local technical college? Do your instructors even have enough
experience and background knowledge to be able to effectively teach your officers on these subjects?
Why not look at an alternative option…why not have an established & experienced EMS training company teach your
officers about these medical & trauma situations? Why not have
do it?
As an independent training & consulting company, we’re flexible with our course options, delivery methods, and we
have no travel restrictions or technical college boundaries to worry about. We can travel to your community, hold a
regional course in your area, or hold an off-site course that your officers can travel to. We don’t charge per-student
enrollment fees, there’s no minimum class size requirements, and we’re flexible with our course start times. Here’s a
few course options that we have available and can bring to your department:
Emergency Response Trauma
Tactics™ (ERTT™)

Tactical Medical Officer™ (TMO™)
Medical response has become a common
addition to the responsibilities of many law
enforcement officers…but medical training
hasn’t been a major focal point to go with it!
This course works to supplement
Emergency Medical Responder training by
providing a tactical, law enforcement,
approach toward medical/trauma
emergency response and patient care.

So much focus is being placed on training
EMS providers to become TEMS
providers…but what about training your
officers on how to care for themselves
while EMS responds? When should you
really use a tourniquet? How can you care
for multiple casualties at an active shooter
situation? What is a serious traumatic
injury, and when is bleeding critical?

20 Hours

3 Hours
Small-Scale MCI Tabletop
A three-vehicle accident occurs at a local
busy intersection…there are seven patients
involved…and your officer is first on
scene…now what? This tabletop exercise
course will look at patient triage, EMS
operations & considerations on multipatient scenes, and what your officers can
do during mass-casualty incident
situations.

2 Hours

Overdose Emergencies &
Naloxone Administration
OVERDOSE
EMERGENCIES
& Naloxone
Administration

As the “opiate overdose epidemic”
increases in our state & nation, law
enforcement officers are often first onscene to such emergencies. Whether your
department plans to implement Naloxone
(Narcan) administration into its practices or
not, understanding overdose emergencies
and proper patient management is crucial
in order to effectively manage our scenes.

1 Hour

Because we’re here to offer flexible training solutions, we’ll even work with you to look at alternative funding options
within your region that may decrease the cost of your training courses, or even make them FREE! For larger
departments, we can even offer our courses at multiple times in order to accommodate shift changes and on-/off-duty
training needs. Promoting combined training and local interaction, we can work with your department to include
neighboring departments in order to maximize your training dollars and increase consistency through shared
information. Looking at TOTAL training costs, for example, our 3-hour ERTT™ course would cost approximately $200$250 when offered in most locations throughout Northeast Wisconsin (Instruction Fee + Travel Fee + Materials Fee).
Interested in learning more? Check out our website to find course flyers and contact information at:

www.emergencymedicalsolutionsllc.com

